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Have you or the child or young person with disability been impacted by the COVID-19
(Coronavirus) emergency? If so, how have you been impacted? (Please mark all that apply.)
Unable to buy essential supplies (e.g. groceries, special dietary products,
hyqiene products)
70.82%
449
Unable to buy essential medications (e.g. prescription medications)

20.19%

128

Cancellation of suooort workers by me or the service provider

37.85%

240

Cancellation of other NDIS funded services (e.g. by me or by the provider)

29.65%

188

Closure of school or education

20.98%

133

Voluntarily self-isolating from school or education

18.30%

116

Unable to work in usual employment

23.19%

147

Loss of income (e.g. through loss of employment, reduction in working hours)
Required to self-isolate because of health information (e.g. you have
symptoms or been diagnosed with COVID-19 or been exposed to others at
risk)
Required to self-isolate due to child /young person compromised immune
system or diagnosed chronic medical conditions (such as lung conditions and
kidney failure)
Decline in mental health and well-being (self or child) e.g. anxiety, fear and
stress

21.92%

139

14.35%

91

6.47%

41

21.45%

136

Family member diagnosed with COVID-19

0.32%

2

Child or younq person with disability diaqnosed with COVID-19

0.16%

1

Other family members in the house affected
Is there any other information you would like to provide about the impacts of
COVID-19?

0.00%

0
256

Answered
Skiooed

634
64

Comments by survey respondents
Schools
"I am finding it difficult with the home school, doing this with 3 children with ASD/extra needs. Current
situation has taken away my usual coping strategies (separation, extended family & sport). Is
distraction of each other & Gets out of control with behaviour- constant fighting, name calling,
violence ... ! feel I should be able to do the same as others in the community but am finding it too
overwhelming to cope and to be able to explain to schools. My child does not accept support from
services. I have parent phone support, they are going to contact my son's school on my behalf. I do
feel a bit like I am a burden to the school system as I am not working (Carer role) there is strong
pressure to be at home from Govt and not enough support to say it is actually ok & "we" understand &
support you doing this." Family member of young person aged 13-18 years, VIC metro
"I can't leave my older teen home alone, can't send her to school (she was the only senior student
attending last week if school) and can't work remotely. I need help to figure out what to do!" Family
member of young person aged 13-18 years, SA metro
"Being separated from Peers is the hardest. Can schools not work out regular zoom sessions or
something?" Family member of young person aged 13-18 years, NSW metro
"Specialist schools shouldn't make it so hard for essential workers to access on site schooling.
Remote learning is terribly inadequate" Family of a child aged 7-12 years, VIC regional
"School stopped allowing external support workers into the school to support children with disability. Probably about 5 weeks before the term finished. Thus in a time of change and uncertainty routines
were changed and therapeutic relationships disrupted" Family of a child aged 7-12 years, SA metro
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“Lack of support workers suddenly and totally unclear about what support school will offer and how
they expect them to engage with my child who has intellectual disability and ADHD. Are they
classified as a vulnerable people? My child needs 1:1 attention to control behaviour, engage and keep
on task... can definitely not engage in remote learning without my contact supervision. I feel forced
into a position of being unable to complete my last year of my masters (studying part time). I am a
single parent and my main prior support was my child's father who passed away 11 months ago.
Disappointed that parent carer of a child with a disability do not receive the supplement.” Family of a
child aged 7-12 years, VIC regional
“Home schooling has been a challenge requiring huge parental involvement and support. Very difficult
when parents work.” Unsure if has gaps in learning yet.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years, NSW
metro
“As parent (someone with disability) - unable to finish my university degree as unable to complete
practice component. Therefore, unable to get back to work and earn an income. Information from
school hasn't been Individualised. Just received standard work even though one child with disability is
one or two grade levels lower in school work. The other child with disabilities is gifted (skipped a
Grade at the start of this year). Unsure if has gaps in learning yet.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years,
QLD regional
“Recognition of the impact and intense nature of home-schooling child with disability- full time job in
itself, then other siblings to care for and teach, and work full-time (in essential services) from
home....not possible so only option is to take unpaid leave. The mental load of caring and schooling
24/7 for lengthened period of time/ptsd and anxiety inducing, grief relaying. Regression of skill-sets
and progress gained, loss of structure - such negative impact for person living with disability. Longer
wait lists now and lack of access to health services...which can result in negative long term outcomes
(significant orthopedic issues that will be delayed in being addressed, missing small window of
opportunity for preventative measures.” Family of a young person aged 13-18 years, QLD regional
“It’s very costly to obtain resources now that we are home-schooling. And mow i can’t print out
worksheets because I can’t afford ink.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years, NWS regional
“What would the remote learning program look like for my child with a disability? Can we loan school
equipment for the duration of term 2? How will my son access the lessons from the speech therapist
and occupational therapist that he would normally receive at his school?” Family of a young person
aged 13-18 years, VIC metro
“I would like for the Dept. of Ed to be firm with schools about their obligations under the DSE 2005
and the necessity for collaboration. An option for parents to complain with subsequent removal of
NCCD funding.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years, NWS metro
“The recent child care arrangement did not address In-home Care being provided by an educator. We
were eligible for a 20% rebate in the old system as it was means tested. We therefore claim 100% of
this service through the NDIS. The Government said that child care was no longer being means
tested, does this mean we can now claim in-home care for free? My children are attending school. I
have three children with a disability and am not able to deliver education to them at home. The
supports that were in place in school have been removed and they are not implementing the ILP.”
Family of a child aged 7-12 years, NSW regional
“Being asked to have the child do schooling online, which is basically impossible for a child with
ADHD and ASD. This will require full-time oversight by me, which means I can't work!” Family of child
aged 7-12 years old, NSW metro
“More supports around accessing a high school modified curriculum” Family of a young person aged
13-18 years, SA metro
“Our son is in year 12. It seems that school will be run online through school. We (his parents) work
full time (one at home now and one outside the home). We have struggled to work in our jobs as well
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as support our son without extra assistance. We need to use some support - NDIS seems to be a
wonderful way to do so.” Family of a child aged 13-18 years, QLD metro.
“I am immune compromised so am on extreme lockdown and this impacts my child heavily as he is
even more isolated than normal. My son is extremely worried & stressed because of the risk to my
health. School is closing early & moving to online learning from term two and only children whose
parents are working in the frontline can apply for their children to attend school in term two. This
creates stress and social isolation due to change of routine and lack of contact with his peers. He
finds online learning extremely difficult and will now not have the support of his teachers and ESO
staff to help him. My son finds it extremely difficult to read and understand the online work due to
dyslexia, processing delay, learning style and developmental delay. My son is expected to still meet
the work content / level & grading system without the supports he needs to achieve this.” Family of a
young person aged 13-18 years old attending Secondary School - Special school, SA metro. 3rd April
2020
“Online education doesn’t work for all kids. What is the alternative? This whole process has been noninclusive of his needs.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years old, WA metro
“I am struggling significantly to meet my children's needs. I have serious pain conditions and am trying
to home educate my 9 year old. My 3 year old can scream for up to 2 hours nonstop. I am completely
isolated from any therapies, support workers and family support. My husband is working from home
so i also have to keep the children away from him so he can concentrate.” Family of two children aged
0-3 and 7-12 years attending Primary School - 'mainstream' school, WA metro. 3rd April 2020
“You can request calls from teachers. I don't think it has overly helped us, as my house is being
destroyed and we are yet to receive said call. But so far that is the only additional support we have
been provided with from schools. The education department have made no attempt to contact us,
despite knowing (child name) has very intense needs. In regional NSW you can't access many
services either. So we don't have OT anymore or psychology, which were our main therapies. That
makes things even harder. I tried to see if there were government initiatives, but there doesn't appear
to be any, as you'd be aware. The NDIS also won't allow you to spend your money on equipment
during this. So basically we have nothing other than a trampoline we purchased last year, which (child
name) doesn't like very much. As we can no longer go to parks, he would do better with a hammock
swing, standing swing (like the Vuly ones) or climbing frame. The NDIS won't help us. The
government won't help either and I am questioning the online forum, as I don't believe it is helpful
either. There are no instructional video for students who may require them. Thankfully I am a preservice teacher, so I can follow the curriculum and know what to do, in terms of curriculum and
education side of things. Getting him to do them is another thing, which has led to my home being
seriously damaged (doors ripped off hinges, holes in walls etc.), not to mention being physically
attacked because he wants to go to school, but can't. Home has always been a safe place where he
child aged 7 -12 years, Regional NSW.
“Interruption to ADL, difficulty in accessing on-line platform for lessons. Platform regularly cannot load
page needed. Unable to get motivation to do lessons, participate in fitness program Concern for
education needs given like hood of isolation will continue until > June Behavioral changes are
challenge to manage” Family of three young people with disability aged 13-18, 18-25, over 25 years
old attending Secondary School - mainstream, Qld regional. 3rd April 2020
“The medical advice is it is safe for children to attend school, so why did Victorian schools close
early? A note came home on the last afternoon telling us that school will not be resuming after the
holidays, and are swapping to remote learning. I do not have the skills or knowledge to teach my son,
and am scared what will happen to his education.” Family of a young person aged 13-18 years old
attending Secondary School - Special school, VIC rural. 31st March 2020
“Complete loss of supports, Schools looking at online learning, however not making adjustment for
those with different learning challenges, loss FINANCIALLY, NDIS not being flexible (no support
worker to care for child at any time, unable to work, no financial consideration, in this circumstance I
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should be paid to support my child), messaging not clear.” Family of a young person aged 13-18
years old attending Secondary School - Special school, WA metro. 31st March 2020
“Having loss of routine and access to community is having a significant effect on our mental health.
Anxiety and depression, withdrawal from communicating. We have had to cancel NDIS supports as
it’s not safe to go out. I am unable to get my son to do online work so far.” Family of a young person
aged 13-18 years old attending secondary special school, NSW metro. 26th March
“The biggest issue for me is schools closing. I have 3 children on the autism spectrum (with other
learning needs) and am a sole parent, luckily their dad will help. It will be extremely difficult getting
through/surviving each day due to behaviour & I hope we can achieve some productive schooling??
So hard, and usual challenges compounded as I have lost my/our usual support of community sports
and activities, grandparent help & I have had to cancel NDIS support workers coming into the home
(due to health vulnerability) and I won't have my regular carer/health activities. I have difficulties and
am under extreme stress at the best of times, let alone now. It is difficult for everyone & I will have to
manage, but it is good to have some input into there being understanding of this.” Family of a child
aged 7-12 years old attending Secondary School - Regular or 'mainstream' school, VIC metro. 23rd
March 2020
“Told that he has to attend school even though medically vulnerable and any absence will be
considered unexplained or unjustified” Family of a young person aged 13-18 years old attending
Secondary School - Regular or 'mainstream' school, NSW metro. 20th March 2020
“Parents are very worried about the health and safety of our children as schools remain open despite
the Covid-19 threat. There should be stricter safety and health guidelines to protect the children and
their families from this terrible crisis.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years old. 20th March 2020
“Have withdrawn my daughter from school as the extra hype of Social Distancing has been very
difficult for her. Change of routines causing challenges under already challenging circumstances.
(Teachers already have so many demands and we are just recovering from bushfires). We have own
business which gives some flexibility to work from home, but having suitably adjusted school work is
hard even though now Year 10. Lots of input required by me and school not yet set up to go online.
My work demands are also higher at the moment due to being behind after bushfires and now extra
requirements with COVID-19. Even though we have self-managed NDIS budget, we don't have our
regular support worker at the moment and not wanting to recruit while everything unstable and higher
risk of infection to daughter” Family of a young person aged 13-18 years old. 18th March 2020

University
“His University has gone completely online - he has severe anxiety and has only just returned to Uni
after 2019 being a year of severe depression and anxiety and now this has happened. We held 2 x
3hours meetings to get him set up, with adjustments and now this has happened. Uni is currently on
early holidays but going back full time to online which he cannot handle, nor have we had any
correspondence to get him ready. We cannot get onto any psychologist to manage his escalating
anxiety and therefore challenging behaviour and I am very concerned for his own mental health as
well as the rest of the family who are all trying to work from home, study from home. Extremely
challenging times.” Family of a young person aged 18-25 years old, NSW regional. 2nd April 2020
“My young person with disability's anxiety has sky-rocketed. He is doing 1 subject at a time at
university. However, he does not like engaging in online learning as he is easily distracted. It is much
harder to keep him focused on the task when he is in a face-to-face classroom than at home.” Family
of a young person aged 18-25 years old, NSW metro. 31st March
“Uni gone online - cannot cope and raised anxiety - refusal to complete - concerned adjusted
assessments won’t be adhered to Was supposed to start first ever real job training this week - no one
he can contact and now angry and frustrated” Family of a young person aged 18-25 years old, NSW
regional 25th March 2020
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NDIS
“Required to self-isolate because support has degenerated to non-existent or non-functional. Can only
guessed if the NDIS budget is being charged for the less than token attempts. Without consultation,
the service provider has reduced the level of "support" they permit their workers to do down to phone
contact. With someone with a documented history of going non-verbal on the phone. Not been told if
her NDIS budget is begin charged for 2h or support for a 5min phone call or if the worker cannot
contact her. I had to find Zoom & suggest (through a support worker because I'm not getting ANY
answers otherwise) and with limited tech skills still struggle to contact.” Family of a young person
aged 18-25 years, QLD regional.
“Financial support for families in our situations, we seem to have been overlooked by the plans rolled
out so far. In my situation I might be eligible for a once off $750 payment, but no further support. How
does this make any sense when a teenager on Austudy can get $550 a fortnight? No dependents,
virtually no outgoing costs, especially if still living at home, but as a family of a child with a disability
we are being totally forgotten about.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years, SA metro.
“We desperately need ideas on how to utilise remote / online (Zoom, WhatsApp video calls etc.)
supports for our daughter (intellectual impairment and autism) as my husband and I are both working
from home and finding it very hard to keep our daughter occupied while we need to have online
meetings ourselves. We need help to facilitate her interactions with her social group too, to give her
something to look forward to during the week - she is very social and is struggling to cope without
seeing her regular support workers and friends.” Family of a young person aged 18-25 years, QLD
metro.
“It is very sad that my son cannot go to the playground. He has sensory issues and needs to swing
every day. We bought a swing for our home but it is too short to help him. It would be great if there
could be some exception for kids with disability to access an empty playground.” Family of child aged
7-12 years old, NSW metro
“Loss of social activities has been huge. We spent 18months getting mental health on track and
building a team. It was ripped away in a week.” Family of child aged 7-12 years old, QLD regional.
“Not really closures when we are "pupil free" and actively discouraged from sending our kids to
school. Our health services are still available via telehealth but this is not appropriate for my son”
Family of child aged 7-12 years old, ACT metro.
“It is very hard to work from home with a person who is hyperactive, OCD and none of the usual
supports. We are trying to find ways to maintain her social contact via zoom and WhatsApp but this
doesn't teach her much about her independent living skills or work to much of her goals as it is very
difficult to manage the interactions in these environments. She also needs immediate attention even if
we're trying to have a work meeting on zoom etc. which makes it very hard to cope.” Family of young
person aged 18-25 years old, QLD metro.
“I am 70 and caring full time for my Grandson who is 11. We are both self-isolating as we are both at
risk and things have been very difficult and living costs have been more expensive.” Family of child
aged 7-12 years old, WA metro
“All services have stopped because of virus. But these are essential services. The workers are
making more money staying home on job seeker so prefer not to work.” Family of a child aged 7-12
years old, VIC metro. 3rd April 2020
“Clearer guidelines about services. Video therapy is not always going to work for little ones” Family of
three children aged 0-3 years, 4-6 and 7-12 years, SA metro. 31st March 2020
“Our therapy has moved online and to access this we have needed to purchase new technology and
NDIS is saying they are not funding it. Without us we don’t have access to therapy.” Family of a child
aged 7-12 years old, TAS regional. 2nd April 2020
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“Therapies and activities being cancelled indefinitely has a negative impact and is very concerning.
Most therapies say they are still offering a service via telehealth, but fact is this is not a viable medium
for my daughter to participate. So in fact they are no longer offering her this essential service. School
closure in Qld this week has made no mention of being open for students with disability, yet for
complex reasons I won’t explain here my daughter is vulnerable to deterioration in condition if she
isolates. Part of the therapeutic approach is for her to be engaged/active/stimulated and spend time
outside of family relationships. At this stage I am sending her anyway as I am a part-time essential
worker but I worry that I might be challenged about this and what might happen next term. She
desperately wants to continue to attend school” Family of a young person aged 13-18 years old, Qld
regional. 1st April 2020
“Clearer guidelines about services. Video therapy is not always going to work for little ones”
“Why can’t family members who work out of home, work as supports for NDIS recipient family
members temporarily instead of having to still attend external work, increasing risk for us all &
threatening the lives of those of us who are high risk. It doesn’t need to be allowed for everyone, but
the NDIS outright telling us our lives being at risk are irrelevant to the circumstances is appalling.
(They told me this on the phone) They need to address this for those who are high risk.” Parent with
disability with two young children aged 13-18 and 18-25 years, VIC metro. 31st March 2020
“I feel helpless with an ASD child. I’m mentally drained, depressed and feel so alone. I have no family
or friends for support and limited NDIS funding that’s not supportive of our immediate needs. No one
at this time is willing to help. I’m scared as a parent, I’m scared of failing my child, and I’m scared
about the mental health impacts on me as a parent with absolutely no support. Can I take care of my
child long term in this situation? Not for much longer. I can also no longer afford to buy the things we
class as staples in our fridge thanks to the impacts of food supply and I’m left to buy the expensive
things that are left at the shop. No one will help.” Family of a child aged 7-12 years old. Qld metro,
regional. 31st March 2020

Supermarkets
“I received our code for grocery shopping to have it delivered, however we are out of the area of
deliveries, so unfortunately is no use to us, and I image a lot of other families.” Family of a child aged
4-6 years, QLD rural.
“I am immune compromised so am on extreme lockdown and this impacts my child heavily as he is
even more isolated than normal. We are struggling to get healthy nutritious food as it’s either
unavailable, or extremely expensive and cannot visit the shops due to risk. We do have Woolworth’s
priority delivery but it is backed up by weeks and foods are often unavailable. Sanity products are also
unavailable and impossible to get Eg. Masks, hand gel / wash and gloves that my medical specialists
have directed myself and my son to use are continually unavailable or now cost hundreds of dollars
online.” Family of a young person aged 13-18 years old, SA metro. 3rd April 2020
“Online food and grocery services have been cancelled in our area. Cost of food has increased 300%
due to cheap brands being unavailable” Family of a child aged 7-12 years old Qld regional. 3rd April
2020
“As my son has multiply medical conditions and server disability and I have an auto immune condition
I am having to go out multiple times awake to get the basics. We are unable to get hand gel or antibacterial wipe or sprays and having trouble getting gloves. Even cleaning produces as you can only
by 2 at a time so I'm having to go back to get other produces at another store or at another time. This
makes it impossible to self-isolate and we cannot get home delivery as it is not available in our area.”
Family of a young person aged 18-25 years old, VIC rural. 1st April 2020
“Delivery fees waivered for people with disabilities on receiving groceries and other essential items.”
Family of a young person aged 13-18 years old, VIC metro. 31st March 2020
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Quotes from young people
Young PWD under 25 years old:
“Difficulty working remotely, increased social isolation, DSP not included in Coronavirus supplement
leaves us vulnerable to coming price increases and delivery costs.” Young person aged 18-25 years,
working in ADE, VIC metro.
“Sharp decline in mental health and general wellbeing” Young person aged 18-25 years, working in
open employment
“Because I'm immunocompromised and work in retail I had to cancel all of my shifts (the company
cancelled every casual workers shifts anyways) my university is now online” Young person aged 18-25
years
“I am a disabled young person with no family support. I work as a freelancer because traditional
employment is inaccessible. My work is being cancelled, but there's no support for dealing with this lost
income because freelancers don't have anywhere to get sick pay, and we're falling through the cracks”
Young person aged 18-25 years, working in open employment
“The conflicting information and lack of information has made it dangerous for many other young
disabled people I know, both immuno-compromised and otherwise.” Young person aged 13-18 years
Young PWD over 25 years old:
“Sayings like ‘disability means possibility’ and ‘we’re in this together’ If that was true why are we being
to disadvantaged and losing our opportunities. We are in this together would mean that we would be
treated equally to the able-bodied.” PWD over 25 years, VIC metro
“Can’t do my usual volunteer work because of social distancing. Loss of opportunity to run community
lunches so therefore I have lost income. I had been told it was compulsory for me to do Jobsearch
under DES because of my age but I am now being denied the supplement because I am disabled.”
PWD over 25 years, working at ADE, VIC metro
“The majority of my days are filled with volunteer work in the community and social activities which has
all ceased so I will lose contact with many of my acquaintances & friends. I will need to find alternate
home based - activities to fill my time. My disability will have severe impacts on me many mental health
& well being physically.” PWD over 25 years, VIC rural.
“Income has been decimated. Having to decide between paying rent and buying essential medical
supplies. Many medications and other medical supplies are just unavailable.” PWD over 25 years.
“Higher risk of infection when out due to decreased immune system, casual work cancelled.” PWD over
25 years.
“Easy English resources as I have an Intellectual Disability with vision impairment as well as a severe
physical disability” PWD over 25 years, VIC rural
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